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RFC: H5Fdelete   

Dana Robinson 

This RFC describes a new H5Fdelete() API call and the required changes to the virtual 
file layer (VFL) to support this call in the native virtual object layer (VOL) connector. 

 

1 Introduction     

We propose to add an H5Fdelete() public API call to the HDF5 library for the HDF5 1.12.0 release. 
Historically, a delete call that mirrored H5Fcreate() was seen as unnecessary since the file system 
could be used to manage and delete HDF5 files. With the new virtual object layer (VOL), however, 
HDF5 "files" can map to arbitrary storage schemes such as object stores and relational database 
tables. The data created by these implementations may be inconvenient for a user to remove without 
a detailed knowledge of the storage scheme. The proposed H5Fdelete() call will give VOL connector 
authors the ability to add connector-specific delete code to their connectors so that users can remove 
these "files" without detailed knowledge of the storage scheme. 

2 H5Fdelete() 

The signature of the new call is: 

 herr_t H5Fdelete(const char *filename, hid_t fapl_id) 

filename is the name of the file to delete and fapl_id is a file access property list, which should be 
configured as if the file were being opened (i.e., same VOL connector, VFD, etc.). 

The functionality of the new call should be self-apparent. It simply deletes the file specified by the 
filename in a way that makes sense for that VOL connector. For the native HDF5 connector, HDF5 
files will be deleted via the VFDs, each of which will have to be modified to delete the files it creates. 

For all implementations, H5Fdelete() will first check if the file is an HDF5 file via H5Fis_accessible(), so 
this function can't be used as an arbitrary file deletion call. 

3 VOL changes 

The H5Fdelete() call will go through the VOL's 'file specific' callback and an H5VL_FILE_DELETE value 
will be added to the H5VL_file_specific_t enum for this purpose. 

The H5Fdelete() call will be a thin wrapper around the VOL callback, with two caveats: 

 The H5CX calls from H5Fopen() have to be made from within H5Fdelete() since they set things 
up for use in the native VOL's open and close calls when we are using the 'open/close w/ 
delete-on-close flag' VFD implementation described below. 
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 As mentioned above, H5Fdelete() calls checks to see if the storage is HDF5 before deleting it. 
This is done by invoking the file specific VOL callback with the H5VL_FILE_IS_ACCESSIBLE 
enum value (i.e., as if we'd called H5Fis_accessible()).  

4 VFL changes 

HDF5 storage can differ among the virtual file drivers so each VFD will need its own driver-specific 
cleanup code. 

Two schemes for deleting storage will be provided. A lower-overhead, easier-to-implement del 
callback for VFDs which can trivially delete storage, and, for VFDs which need to cache information 
from storage in order to perform the delete, a scheme where the file is opened and closed using a 
special file access property list flag. VFDs can query the fapl for this flag and cache the necessary 
information during the open. 

Both schemes are described in more detail below: 

4.1 A new del callback function 

The most obvious way to handle the delete is via a new callback in H5FD_class_t. This would be 
named 'del' since delete is a C++ keyword. and would have this signature: 

herr_t  (*del)(const char *filename, hid_t fapl_id) 

filename and fapl_id are the same parameters that were passed into the H5Fdelete() call. 

For most VFDs, the callback should only need the fapl and file name to perform the delete since that 
is also enough to open the file. The existing HDF5 library VFDs will all use this scheme and, in general, 
will simply call remove(3) on the file(s). 

4.2 Using open/close with a new close-on-delete flag 

In some cases, information required to delete the file will be stored in the file itself and will require 
an open/close cycle to cache this information for the delete. We want to avoid opening a file using 
H5Fopen() et al. from inside the VFL's del callback, so an alternative to the callback scheme is needed. 

A VFD that handles deletes in this way will add a new flag (H5FD_FEAT_DELETE_VIA_OPEN_CLOSE) to 
its list of capability flags in its query callback. This will indicate that the VFD is aware of the delete 
functionality and has implemented it. 

At runtime, in the H5F_delete() call, the VFD flags will be queried and, if the new flag is found, the 
code will: 

1. Set an internal H5F_ACS_DELETE_ON_CLOSE property in the fapl. 

2. Open the file using this fapl via H5FD_open(). 

3. Close the file via H5FD_close(). 

The VFD will be responsible for checking for the private flag (via a new 
H5Pget_delete_file_on_close_flag() API call), stashing the information it needs during the open 
callback, retrieving it during the close callback, and deleting storage. 
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4.3 The Hybrid Implementation 

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 * Function:    H5F_delete 

 * 

 * Purpose:     Deletes a file. 

 * 

 * Return:      SUCCEED/FAIL 

 *------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 */ 

herr_t 

H5F_delete(const char *filename, hid_t fapl_id) 

{ 

    H5P_genplist_t *plist;                          /* Property list pointer */ 

    hid_t           driver_id = H5I_INVALID_HID;    /* Return value */ 

    H5FD_class_t    *driver = NULL;                 /* Pointer to VFD class struct  */ 

    unsigned long   flags = 0;                      /* VFD capability flags */ 

    herr_t          ret_value = SUCCEED;            /* Return value */ 

 

    FUNC_ENTER_NOAPI(FAIL) 

 

    HDassert(filename); 

 

    /* Get the fapl */ 

    if(NULL == (plist = (H5P_genplist_t *)H5I_object_verify(fapl_id, H5I_GENPROP_LST))) 

        HGOTO_ERROR(H5E_ARGS, H5E_BADTYPE, FAIL, "not a property list") 

 

    /* Get the ID for the VFD set in the fapl */ 

    if(H5I_INVALID_HID == (driver_id = H5P_peek_driver(plist))) 

        HGOTO_ERROR(H5E_FILE, H5E_CANTGET, FAIL, "can't get driver") 

 

    /* Get the driver struct for the VFD set in the fapl */ 

    if(NULL == (driver = (H5FD_class_t *)H5I_object_verify(driver_id, H5I_VFL))) 

        HGOTO_ERROR(H5E_FILE, H5E_BADATOM, FAIL, "not a VFL ID") 

    if(H5FD_driver_query(driver, &flags) < 0) 

        HGOTO_ERROR(H5E_FILE, H5E_BADVALUE, FAIL, "driver flag query failed") 

    /* If the VFD has a del callback, use that. 

     * 

     * Otherwise, check if the VFD has the H5FD_FEAT_DELETE_VIA_OPEN_CLOSE 

     * capability flag. If so, set the internal property and do an open/close. 

     * 
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     * If neither of those are true, the VFD does not support deletes 

     * so emit an error. 

     */ 

    if(driver->del) { 

        if(H5FD_delete(filename, fapl_id) < 0) 

            HGOTO_ERROR(H5E_FILE, H5E_CANTDELETEFILE, FAIL, "unable to delete file") 

    } 

    else if(flags & H5FD_FEAT_DELETE_VIA_OPEN_CLOSE) { 

 

        H5F_t      *temp = NULL;                /* Temporary file struct */ 

        hbool_t     delete_file_on_close;       /* Delete file on close flag */ 

 

        /* Set internal property on fapl */ 

        delete_file_on_close = TRUE; 

        if(H5P_set(plist, H5F_ACS_DELETE_FILE_ON_CLOSE_FLAG_NAME, &delete_file_on_close) < 0) 

            HGOTO_ERROR(H5E_FILE, H5E_CANTSET, FAIL, "can't set delete file on close flag") 

 

        /* Open the file (the VFD should inspect the flag and stash what it needs for the close) */ 

        if(NULL == (temp = H5F_open(filename, H5F_ACC_RDWR, H5P_FILE_CREATE_DEFAULT, fapl_id))) 

            HGOTO_ERROR(H5E_FILE, H5E_CANTOPENFILE, FAIL, "unable to open file") 

 

        /* Close (the VFD should delete the file here) */ 

        if(H5F__close(temp) < 0) 

            HGOTO_ERROR(H5E_FILE, H5E_CANTDEC, FAIL, "can't close file") 

 

        /* Un-set internal property */ 

        delete_file_on_close = FALSE; 

        if(H5P_set(plist, H5F_ACS_DELETE_FILE_ON_CLOSE_FLAG_NAME, &delete_file_on_close) < 0) 

            HGOTO_ERROR(H5E_PLIST, H5E_CANTSET, FAIL, "can't set delete file on close flag") 

    } 

    else 

        HGOTO_ERROR(H5E_FILE, H5E_UNSUPPORTED, FAIL, "file driver has no 'del' method and does not 
have the H5FD_FEAT_DELETE_VIA_OPEN_CLOSE flag") 

 

done: 

    FUNC_LEAVE_NOAPI(ret_value) 

} /* end H5F_delete() */ 
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4.4 Current VFDs 

4.4.1 sec2 / log / stdio / direct / core 

These VFDs all call HDremove on the passed-in filename.  On POSIX, this resolves to remove(3). On 
Windows, it resolves to _wremove(), which handles the UTF-16 paths used on that system. 

For the core VFD, it was decided to behave like the sec2 VFD, since that is how the optional backing 
store is handled. 

4.4.2 MPI-I/O 

This VFD gets the MPI_Info from the fapl and then calls MPI_File_delete(). 

4.4.3 family / multi 

These VFDs use the information in the fapl to generate the names of the files to delete and then call 
H5FDdelete() on each file. 

5 Testing 

Simple tests to ensure that the function works as advertised will be added to the testhdf5 test 
program (in test/tfile.c) and the testphdf5 program (in testpar/t_file.c). All existing VFDs will be 
tested by the tests. Since we don't have a VFD that requires the open/close scheme, the stdio VFD 
will be copied, renamed to H5FDinternaltest.c/h, and reworked to use the open/close scheme. This 
VFD will be built into the testhdf5 test and the delete functionality tested in a separate test in 
test/tfile.c. 

6 Tradeoffs and Downsides 

6.1 Two VFD delete schemes 

Allowing two mechanisms for performing essentially the same function is clearly more complicated 
than just picking one. After a lot of consideration, I've decided to recommend this hybrid scheme, 
though, for the following reasons: 

 We absolutely have to have the open/close scheme for future VFDs, but the del callback's 
simplicity and obvious implementation are appealing. This gives us the best of both worlds. 

 The open/close scheme may impart non-trivial overhead which would be a problem for 
someone who wants to delete a lot of files. The hybrid scheme does not impose this overhead 
on VFDs which do not require it. 

 The logic that selects between the two schemes is straightforward and confined to a single 
function (H5F_delete()). 

 Testing both schemes was not a lot of work. 
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6.2 del callback breaks the VFL 

One downside is that the del callback breaks the VFL. Not moving H5Fdelete() to HDF5 1.10.x and 
1.8.x will also mean that different VFD binaries will be needed for HDF5 1.10.x/1.8.x and 1.12.x. It's 
unclear how much of a burden this will be for our users and customers. 

7 Release of the Feature 

This H5Fdelete() call will be added to HDF5 1.12.x, which is the first version where the VOL feature 
will be released. The delete functionality could be added to HDF5 1.8.x and 1.10.x without too much 
work, if that were important. The trip through the VOL could easily be turned into a direct call to the 
internal H5F_delete() call and most of the feature's complexity is at the VFD level, which is largely 
identical across HDF5 versions. 

8 Future work 

It would be handy to create an h5delete tool to facilitate storage cleanup at some point in the future. 
Whatever scheme we develop for specifying VOL connectors and VFDs in the tools would be used in 
this tool as well. 
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RM Function Entry Template 

In each of the sections shown below the horizontal line, replace the instruction sentence with the 
appropriate information. For example, in the Signature section, insert the C function signature.  

When you are finished, send a copy to the Doc Team for final editing and publishing. 

If you have questions about the information you should include in each section in this template, see 
the H5function_entry_WithComments.htm file. This file can be found in SVN in the doc repository at 
https://svn.hdfgroup.uiuc.edu/hdf5doc/trunk/hdf5doc_support/templates.  

In Confluence, more information for writing documentation can be found on the Dev Doc Start page 
at https://confluence.hdfgroup.uiuc.edu/display/TECHDOC/Dev+Doc+Start.  

Variables are enclosed in angle quotation marks. An example is «H5function_name». 

 

 

Last modified: «06_May_2019» 

Name: H5Fdelete 

 

Signature: 

herr_t H5Fdelete(const char *filename, hid_t fapl_id) 

 

Purpose: 

Deletes an HDF5 file. 

 

Motivation: 

Historically, the HDF5 library has not implemented a delete function, instead relying on the 
file system for that functionality. Now that the virtual object layer (VOL) allows HDF5 API calls 
to map to arbitrary storage, this call has been added so that callers can delete HDF5 files 
where the underlying storage would be otherwise difficult to remove. For example, a VOL 
connector that maps HDF5 data to relational database tables might drop the database or 
tables. A VOL connector that maps to an object or key-value store might walk the object 
graph, deleting as it goes. Either of these operations could be impossible or inconvenient for a 
user to perform without an H5Fdelete call. 

 

Description: 

The H5Fdelete() API call deletes a file() in a manner that makes sense for a given VOL 
connector. 

 

https://svn.hdfgroup.uiuc.edu/hdf5doc/trunk/hdf5doc_support/templates
https://confluence.hdfgroup.uiuc.edu/display/TECHDOC/Dev+Doc+Start
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Parameters: 

filename The name of the file to be deleted. 

fapl_id  The file access property list that will be used to delete the file. 

 

Returns: 

Negative on errors, non-negative on success. 

 

Failure Modes: 

The function can fail if: 

- The file doesn't exist 

- The file can't be accessed using the fapl (wrong VFD, VOL, etc.) 

- The user doesn't have permission to delete the file 

- The VOL or VFD does not implement the delete functionality 

 

Example Usage: 

herr_t ret = H5Fdelete("some_file.h5", H5P_DEFAULT); 

 

Fortran Interface: «h5function_name_f» 

If there is a Fortran subroutine for this function, include it in this section. If there is no 
subroutine, write “None” here. Replace «h5function_name_f» with the Fortran function. 

 

History: 

1.12.0 (introduced) 
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